BEST LEOS JOURNAL PAPER
Rules for Participants


For the year 2009, one award will be presented with reference to papers published in 2008.

Only candidates with the following requisites are eligible for the award:

- be a Member of IEEE LEOS Italian Chapter at the time the paper was submitted (in the printed paper the status of being an IEEE member shall appear);
- be less than 35 years old;
- be the first author of the paper.

Candidates must send their application by March 31th, 2009 together with:

- self-certification of LEOS membership (Italian Chapter);
- electronic copy of the published paper in pdf format;
- Curriculum Vitae including educational background, positions held, publications, awards, etc.

All documents must be sent in electronic format by LEOS IC web (http://www.unipv.it/leos):
Menu: “Contact us”
mail subject: “Send applications for LEOS Italian Chapter Awards”
object: “Best LEOS Journal Paper”

The candidates will be evaluated before May 15th, 2009 by a Board of three Experts in Optoelectronics, as designated by the LEOS Chapter Executive Committee in Italy. Notice to the winner will be mailed by June 15th, 2009. The prize will be preferably presented during one of the Meetings of the LEOS Italy Chapter.
All the decisions of the Board are final. No ex-aequo is allowed.